A PRELIMINARY TALK
habits, but rather of the way in which-all habits, whether
good or bad, are learned.
An animal which possesses quite fixed, definite, strong
reactions in connection with a certain situation cannot well
form any habits in response to that situation. A moth
flies to a light in a way which has become proverbial, and
it would be impossible, or at any rate tremendously difficult,
to form habits in a moth as regards its behaviour to a lighted
candle. But if an animal does not always respond in quite
the same way to a situation, then education is possible
and habits can be formed quite different from the responses
due to instinct, out of which they are developed. The
differences in response may be due to the failure of those
first tried, as when a dog attempts in vain to jump over a
fence and then tries to squeeze under it. It could be trained
always to do the latter by associating some " reward"
with this response and *' punishment** with the jumping
response. Or the differences may be due to the attitude of
the animal at the moment, to being more hungry, or more
tired, or the like. If there is variability, there is the possi-
bility of learning.
Popular psychology about habits of skill sums itself up
in the saying " Practice makes perfect/* Everyone knows
that repetition makes an act easier, more certain. What is
not explained by this popular psychology is how it is that
we get better in any action, such as serving at tennis, when
as a matter of fact we practise the wrong actions much more
often than the right ones in the early stages of our practice,
and indeed for months or years. Clearly another law of
skill is needed to explain this, in addition to " practice makes
perfect/9 What that law is we shall in a moment see.
The " practice " law, " law of use/' or " law of exercise/'
as Thorndike calls it,1 can be expressed in terms of nerve
action by saying that nerve connections are the more
easily made the more often they have been made before,
1 Edw&twnctl Paychol  Briefer Course, New York, 1914, p. 70.
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